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Title:

Walk Into Paradise (1956) was produced by the Australian company Southern International whose principals were Chips Rafferty and Lee Robinson.

It was an Australian/French co-production, the first of a three-picture "deal" with French company Discifilm

When completed the film was sold into the United States and other territories. It was released in the U.S. under the title Walk Into Hell.

This print is from the National Film and Sound Archive of Australia
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(Film credits begin)

WALK INTO
PARADISE

Starring
Chips Rafferty
Francoise Christophe
Reginald Lye
Pierre Cressoy

with
Regimental Sergeant Major Somu who plays Towalaka
District Officer Fred Kaad
Captain Richard Davis

Officers and
Native Police
of the New Guinea
Administration

and
Native tribesmen of the
Asaro and Wahgi Valleys
and the Upper Reaches of the
Sepik River.

Director of Photography
Carl Kayser

Adaptation
Rex Reinitis

From an original
screen story by
Lee Robinson - Chips Rafferty

Music
Georges Auric

Recording Western Electric

Production Manager
George Hughes
Editing
Alex Ezard
Sound
Arthur Browne
Don Connelly
Continuity
Joy Cavill
Properties
Eric Wenban
Chief Electrician
Tex Foote
Chief Grip
Lucky Harris
Processing
Laboratoires Eclair (Paris)

Technical Advisers:

Field Officers of the Papuan and
New Guinea Administration and
especially
District Commissioners
Ian F. G. Downes ... Goroka
Ian Skinner ...... Madang

Produced by
Chips Rafferty For
Southern International Films (Sydney)
and
Discifilm (Paris)

Directed by
Lee Robinson

Voice over:

This is the real story of New Guinea, that large Pacific Island where today a gallant band of young Australian administrators are bringing civilization to the most primitive people left on the face of the earth. The story of a land as yet unconquered, where the ranges and valleys in the deep interior have still to feel the tread of a white man's foot ...

(Character names are not provided in the film's credits):

Chips Rafferty
Françoise Christophe
Pierre Cressoy
Reginald Lye
Regimental Sergeant Major Somu
Fred Kaad
Captain Richard Davis

Steve McAllister
Dr. Louise Demarcet
Jeff Clayton
Ned ‘Sharkeye’ Kelly
Towalaka
District Officer